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this isn''t a story per-say, it is a list of my warrior clans for DOTN (Dead of the Night) The other two
Clan''s, BlizzardClan and HailClan will be uploaded by Itspikatard
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1 - SnowClan

Leader- Miststar- a light gray she-cat with white patches, light blue eyes

Deputy- Bluefrost- a blue gray tom with darker face, tail, and paws. With light tipped fur/ underbelly and
brown eyes

Medicine cat- Featherfrost- a light brown she-cat with white paws, and green eyes

Warriors-
Mistytail- a light gray she cat, with white chest, paws, and tail tip. (sister of Miststar) has lighter blue eyes

Wintershine- pure white she-cat with amber eyes
apprentice- Icepaw

Crowheart- a black tom, amber eyes, and back left paw is white, has amber eyes

Frozenwhisker- a gray tom with light underbelly with yellow eyes
apprentice- Cloudpaw

Brightstream- white she-cat with gray patches with pale amber eyes

Stonefoot- gray tom with dark blue eyes

Foxtail- ginger she cat, with a white tip on tail, darker ginger legs with amber eyes

Redfur- a dark ginger tom, amber eyes

Darkpath- a black tom, with gray chest, underbelly, and legs and green eyes

Dapplefur- tortoiseshell she-cat with blue eyes

Spottedflower- dark tortoiseshell she-cat with white muzzle, and paws. Back right paw is brown. With
pale green/blue eyes

Mosswhisker- a dark gray tom with brown eyes

Mousepelt- a brown she-cat with amber eyes

Apprentices-

Icepaw- a white/ light gray/blue she-cat with dark blue eyes

Cloudpaw- pure white tom with dark blue eyes



Queens- Streamtail- light silver she-cat, pale green eyes (mate: Stonefoot. Kits: Dawnkit (she-cat) Birdkit
(she-cat) Ashkit (tom) Cinderkit (tom)

Blackflower- black she cat with white chest, underbelly, and front legs, with brown eyes (Mate: Darkpath.
Kits: Nightkit (she cat), Shadekit (tom)

Rainstream- A pale grew she-cat with black ears, and tail tip. Has yellow eyes. Formerly a rogue (mate:
Unknown Kits: Pinekit (she-cat)

Elders- Coldbreath- a gray tom with pale green eyes
Ivytail- a brown she-cat with darker tail with dark brown eyes



2 - FrostClan

FrostClan

Leader- Frozenstar- a pale gray tom, with darker patches, and pale amber eyes

Deputy- Coldnose- a dark Gray tom,

Medicine cat- Dawnsky- a cream colored she-cat

Warriors- Dappleleaf- a pretty brown she-cat with a dappled coat

Gorsefoot- a dark brown tom, with white chin, chest, underbelly, and paws. With brown eyes
apprentice- Tawnypaw

Willowfur- dark brown and white she-cat with light brown eyes

Oaktail- pale ginger tom with yellow eyes

Poppyfur- golden brown she-cat with pale brown eyes

Kestrelwing- A gray tom, yellow eyes, and darker face, ears, and tail

Hawkflight- golden tom, with darker stripes, and amber eyes
Apprentice- Crowpaw

Mothfrost- a silver she-cat with darker stripes, white muzzle, underbelly, and legs

Cloudfoot- pale gray tom with lighter legs. Pale blue eyes (almost look gray)
apprentice- Bramblepaw

Cinderfur- dark gray tom with green eyes

Autumnleaf- a light brown she-cat with darker patches and brown eyes
apprentice- Leafpaw

Sootwhisker- a dark brown tom with darker whiskers. Has amber eyes

Smokefur- a smoky gray tom with pale dark blue eyes

Apprentices-
Leafpaw- a brown she-cat with lighter muzzle, chest, underbelly, and front legs. With grayish eyes
Bramblepaw- dark brown tabby tom with brown eyes. Has darker stripes, and darker tail
Crowpaw- Dark Gray she-cat



Tawnypaw- tortoiseshell she-cat, with half of face white, white chest, underbelly

Queens- Rainflower- Gray she-cat with light and darker splotches (mate: Sootwhisker Kits: Dapplekit
(she-cat) (Breezekit) tom Cinderkit (tom)

Elders- Specklefur- a once pretty pale white she-cat with green eyes.
Halfwhisker- pale golden tom with only half whiskers. Has amber eyes
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